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SUMHARY 

Ten cow moose with their calves were within the enclosures of the 
Kenai Moose Research Center throup,h the winter of 1972-73. Six of these 
cows calved within the pens and the other four were introduced into the 
pens with their calves ~1 the fall of 1972. In addition four orphan 
calves were introduced into the pens. Radio-collars were placed on six 
calves and six cows to facilitate tracking and subsequent observations 
pertaining to orphan and nonorphan survival, mortality, feeding and 
behavioral pat terns. 

Calf mortality w;in 100 percent, No specific: pattern of time of 
death relative to orphan or nonorphan calves was noted. Snow condition 
(depth and hardness) and time of occurrence with lowered availability of 
food were the dominant mortality factors; however, the influence of 
introduction and retention in the pens, indivi.dual behavioral patten1s 
and harassment were considered possible contributing causes. All calves 
appeared to have ultimately died from malnutrition. 

The importance of nonbrowse food availabil ty was noted in that 20 .5 
hours of observation time were devoted to digging craters for low-bush 
cranberry ( Vi:icoiniu.m vitis-ideae) while 30. 8 hours of observation time 
were devoted to browsing. 
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BACKGROUND 

Proper management of moose (Alces alces) populations requires har
vesting of female.s as well as bulls. Calves orphaned when their mothers 
are taken by hunters may present special management problems. If 
survival or physical condition of calves is influenced by the presence 
of the mother during the winter, hunting regulations may have to be 
modified to take this into consideration. The importance of the mother 
can best be determined by making winter observations of cows with calves. 
The Kenai Hoose Researrh Center offers a fine opportunity for these 
observations since moose are enclosed and repeated observations of the 
same animals are possible. 

There is widespread belief that calves are very dependent on their 
mothers for winter survival. This belief seems to be based on limited 
and scattered bits of evidence rather than on prolonged observations of 
cows with calves. The importance of the mother probably depends on 
several variables such as snow depth, food availability and moose densities. 

Based on her work in Wyoming, Altmann (1958) stated that moose 
calves without mothers rarely survive the winter. Orphaned calves which 
do survive until spring may be in poorer condition than calves with 
mothers and therefore be more subject to mortality due to disease, 
accidents or predation. However, several moose populations have been 
successfully established in Alaska by transplanting calves without 
mothers in late summer (Burris and McKnight, in press) . 

... 
In deep snow conditions, calves may expend more energy in moving 

between feeding areas if unable to follow mother's tracks. Where moose 
densities are high, lone calves may be driven out of optimum areas. In 
a study of Wyoming moose, Houston (1968) found that females with calves 
showed aggression toward all other sex and age classes during winter 
periods. This behavior resulted in the segregation of females with 
calves on winter ranges. Since winter range was limited, the more 
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aggressive females might be more successful than others in bringing 
calves through the winter. 

Abandonment of calves by their mothers may occur during severe 
winters. General observations of moose calves on the Kenai National 
Moose l~ange during the winter of 1971-72 seemed to indicate more lone 
calves than could be accounted for by hunter-killed cows. Several 
groups of calves without adults were also observed. In the town of 
Soldotna, mixed groups of moN:ie were observed which consisted of cows, 
calves and bulls. It was usually not possible to distinguish cow-calf 
pairs in these groups. 

In Pen No, 3 at the Kenai Moose Research Center (MCR), a cow and 
calf are known to have become separated during the 1971-72 winter. They 
were seen together in mid-December. In mid-February, the calf was 
located and observed for several hours on different days over a week
long period. It then died, apparently of malnutrition. During the time 
it was observed, no other moose were seen near the calf and the mother 
was assumed to be dead. However, on March 23, 1972, the cow was 
observed and has been seen a number of times since that date, 

During severe winters in Alaska, lone calves are often seen along 
roads and near dwellings. Many of these calves weaken and die. The 
conunon belief seems to be that these calves are unable to survive because 
their mothers have be.en killed during hunting season. It is possible 
that some of these calves are not orphans, but have been abandoned by 
their mothers. Under severe winter conditions, the calf may become weak 
and unnble. to keep .up .with the .cow. Equally~ the calf may be deserted 
as the mother moves to a new feeding area. 

OBJECTIVES 

To assess survival rate, physical condition, and causes of mortality 
of moose calves orphaned at various times in the fall and winter; to 
compare this information with survival, condition and causes of mortality 
of calves having mothers. 

PROCEDURES 

This study, initiated as Job 19.9R, was conducted at the Kenai 
Moose Research Center during the fall of 1972 and the winter of 1972-73. 

On September 18, 1972, trapping of cows with calves from the area 
outside the pens began and by November 11, 1972, four cows with calves 
were introduced into Pen 4. Both mother and calf were equipped with 
radio-collars in two cases. One of the other cows had a radio as did 
one other calf. The advantages of using radios for mortality and 
behavior studies have been demonstrated (Berg and Phillips, 1972; 
Goddard, 1970; LeResche and Davis, 1971; and Van Ballenberghe and Peek, 
1971). All mothers and calves were marked. 
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Six calves were born inside the moose pens in the spring of 1972. 
One calf was born in Pen l, four calves were born in Pen 2, and one calf 
was born in Pen 4. On October 12, 1972, one of the Pen 2 calves escaped 
into Pen 1 with its mother. The Fen 4 calf wns not seen after October 20, 
1972, and wns assumed to have died. Before winter, two of the cows were 
equipped wJth radios. All of the cows and two of the calves were marked. 

Prior to the winter months, Pen 1 had two cow/calf pairs. Pen 2 
had three cow/calf pairs, and Pen 4 had the four cow/calf pairs that had 
been introduced from outside the pens. 

Survival and Physical Condit ion 

Calves and cow/calf pairs were observed on a daily basis dependent 
upon avail ability of each. Consequently some individuals were observed 
more frequently than others. Activity, behavior and condition of 
observed moose were noted and dates of separation and mortality were 
recorded. The moose were located by one of the following methods: 

1. Tracking with radio receiver; 

2. Sighting from ground and tracking in snow cover; 

3. Aerial sightings. 

Mc:E,.tality Factors 

When a dead calf was located, the following procedure was used: 

1. Investigate events prior to death; 

2. Autopsy the calf when possible; 

3. . Collect hair and femur samples. 

Behavioral Pat terns 

·Types of observations that were emphasized are: 

1. · Social Interactions 

a. 
b. 
c. 

frequency of contact 
type of contact 
description of animal or group contacted 

'2. Activity Patterns ~·. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

feeding 
resting 
movements 
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Feeding I•f 

~· 
An attempt was made to determine what vegetation was used by the lcalves by: 

f
1. Rumen analysis on dead calves; i 

'I 

l2. Identification of plants after observed calf feeding; 

i 
r 

3. Locating calf and back-tracking in snow to determine what 
plan ts had been used. l 
~omparative Analysis 

Survival and behavior of orphaned calves were compared to: 	 I 
! 

1. Survival and behavior of all calves at MRC; 

2. Survival of calves outside enclosures; 

3. Survival and behavior of calves at MRC with mothers. 

FINDINGS 

Cow/Calf Winter Relationships (Survival, Mortality and Behavioral Patterns) 

Pen 1 

Cow No. 10 had a calf which was born in this pen. The cow was not 
equipped with a radio and was not often seen. Her calf was last seen 
with her on November 15, 19 72 (Table 1). 

Cow No. 76 was radio-tracked several times (Table 2). Her calf 
seemed to be very wary and was usually seen only briefly or not at all. 
Even when the calf was near the cow while the cow was being observed, 
the calf often remained hidden from view. 

Neither of the Pen 1 calves was marked. Lone calves were sighted 
on January 22 and on February 16, 1973, but their identity could not be 
determined. Neither of the cows was seen with a calf after January 2, 
1973. At least one of these cows separated from her calf. It is 
possible that the other calf died before the mother was first seen alone. 

Pen 2 ·

One cow/calf pair (R70-7 and uncollared female calf) remained 
together until the calf died between March 8 and March 11, 1973 (Table 
3). Al though this cow did not have a radio, she was very calm and was 
often snow-tracked and observed. When the calf was approached by the 
observer, she often moved nearer to her mother. However, on three 
occasions when the observer was standing, the calf approached to within 
10 meters and one time was wi.thin 5 meters of the observer. R70-7 seemed 
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Table 1. Observations of cow No. 10 and un co 11 ared calf in Pen 1. 

Total Time Approx. 
Observation Time Time Ti::ne Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

8/ 5/ 72 First sighting of calf. 

10/6/72 Cow seen with calf. 

11/15/72 Cow seen with calf. 

1/2/73 Cow seen, calf not seen. 

1/19/73 Cow seen, calf not seen. 

1/22/73 9:30 a.m. Cow standing, calf not seen. 


10:30 a.m. Cow running, calf not seen. 
11 :1-5 a.m. Cow running, calf not seen. 
11 :28 a.m. 2:00 Cow standing, calf not with 

her; lone uncollared calf seen 
this date. 

1/26/73 Cow seen, calf not seen. 
1/29/73 Cow seen without calf. 
2/16/73 Uncollared calf (lone) seen; 

no calves seen in Pen 1 after 
this date. 

2/20/73 Cow seen without calf. 
4/5/73 Cow seen without calf. 



Table 2. Observations of cow No. 76 and uncollared calf in Pen 1. 

Time 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Approximate 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Time Pursued Remarks 

6/20/ 72 
8/4/72 
9/6/72 
9/17 /72 
10/12/72 
10/26/72 
10/27/72 
11 /9 /72 
11/14/72 

11/15/72 
11/27/72 

12/14/72 

12/21/72 

1/2/73 
1/22/73 
1/29/73 
2/2/73 
2/14/73 
2/16/73 

2/20/73 
2/2 7/73 
3/1/73 
4/5/73 
4/6/73 

9:05-10:35 a.m. 
10 :30-10 :55 a.m. 

2:40 p.m. 
3:15-3:45 p.m. 

1:30 
0:25 

0:30 

11:30 a.m.-1:00 
2:29-3:45 p.m. 

p.m. 1:30 
1:16 

11:20 a.m.-3:35 p.m. 4:15 

11 :40 a.m. -noon 
2:25 p.m. 
8:52 a.m. 

0:20 

12 :40 p.in. 
12:50-3:15 p.m. 2:25 

12:23-1:15 p.m. 0:52 

12 :25 p.m. 
1:35 p.m. 

1:30 
0:28 

0:31 

0:13 

0:00 

0:35 

2:40 

0:15 

0:45 

0:05 2:20 
3:50 

0:52 

Calf first seen (born in Pen 2). 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Cow seen with calf (Pen 2). 
Cow seen with calf (Pen 2). 
Cow and calf broke into Pen 1. 
Cow and calf trapped. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow and calf walking fence. 
Cow watched me, calf not seen. 
Cow and calf seen. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow watched, calf only seen briefly. 
Cow and calf seen after chase. 
Cow up and down five times, near 
calf early, searching for calf later. 
Calf was near mother. 
Saw calf running. Not with !:lother. 
Saw cow, calf not seen, but calf 
tracks were present. 
Cow seen as she ran away. 
Cow watched, calf not seen. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Lone uncollared calf seen this date. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. Lone 
uncollared calf seen; no calves 
seen in Pen 1 after this date. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen, no calf seen. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow trapped, no calf seen. 

~·-·,._~,~..,,..,......._,.,.,_,..._.,.,,____,,._...._,_,,...,_______,.....~pl"r_,.~"?--~~!"~t<!C~--,.,......,._....~_.._..~~-~--~-""""~-~---~-----------------------.... ... 



Table 3. Observations of cow No. R70-7 and uncollared female calf in Pen 2. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

6/20/72 First sighting of calf (born in Pen 2). 
6/29 /72 Cow seen with calf. 
7/7/72 Cow seen with calf. 
7/10/72 Cow and calf in trap 2E. 
7/19/72 Cow seen with calf. 
8/11/72 Cow in trap 2S, calf not seen. 
8/23/72 Cow seen with calf. 
10/7 /72 Cow seen near b'J.11, calf not seen. 
10/30/ 72 Cow seen with calf. 
11/9/72 Cow seen with calf. 
11/15/72 Cow seen with calf. 
11/22/72 Cow with calf in SW Pen 2. 
11/28/72 Cow with calf and bull behind cabin. 
12/1/72 2:15-3:20 p.m. 1:05 0:45 0:20 Cow (w/calf) feeding on down aspen. 

2:15-3:20 p.m. 1:05 0:40 0:06 0:05 Calf Cw/mother) feeding, watching 1'1€, 

twice put no3e bet·..;een nothcr,s legs. 
12/27/72 10:45 a.m.-noon 1:15 0:05 0:07 1:03 Cow (w/ calf) feeding, they lay do·..""D. 

10 :45 a.m.-noon 1:15 0:05 0:09 1:00 Calf lay do1-.'TI within 3 meters of cow. 
1:20 p.m. Cow and calf standing where seen earlier. 

1/5/73 8:40-8:55 a.m. 0:15 0:15 Cow (w/calf) near road in NE Pen 2. 
8:45-8:55 a.m. 0:10 0:07 Calf (w/mother). 
8:55 a.m. Calf nursed frcr:l side (15 sec, or less). 
9:03-9:08 a.m. 0:05 0:05 Cow (w/ calf) using nose ::o crater. 
9:03-9:08 a.m. 0:05 0:05 Calf (right beside cow} pawing in snow. 

1/8/73 1:52-2:20 p.m. 0:28 0:23 Cow (w/calf) standing, then lay down. 
1:52-2:20 p.m. 0:28 ? Calf Cw/mother) lay down, got up, was 

lying down again 5 meters from cow. 
1/9/73 9:05-10:35 a.m. 1:30 1:30 Cow breaking over several birches. 

10:22-10:35 a.m. 0:13 0:13 Calf appeared in regrowth near no::her. 
2:08-2:35 p.m. 0:27 0:24 0:03 Cow (w/calf) got up, pawed along log. 
2:08-2:35 p.m. 0:27 0:24 Calf moved to cow's side, cow got. up. 

1/10/73 9:32-10:15 a.m. 0 :43 0:43 Cow (w/ calf) eating birch. 
9:30-10:15 a.m. 0:45 0:40 0:05 Calf within 25 meters of cow. 

1/23/73 Cow with calf browsing. 



Table 3. (cont'd.) Observations of cow No. R70-7 and uncollared calf in Pen 2. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

l /24 /73 8:50-10:02 a.m. 1:12 0:0& 1:02 Calf near cow, then lose in regrowth. 
9:01 a.m.-4:20 p.m. 7: 19 2:03 2 :13 3:03 Cow (w/calf) feeding, lying down, 

feeding. 
11 :12 a.m. Calf see~ again stan~ing by nother. 
11 :13 a.m.-1:33 p.m. 2:20 2:20 Calf lying with face against face of 

mother pare of time. 
1:33-4:20 p.m. 2:47 1:05 1:42 Calf cratering, then browsing. 

1/29/73 2:47-3:05 p.m. 0:18 0:18 Cow and calf lying 10 meters apart. 
2/1/73 9 :11-9: 30 a.m. 0: 19 0: 19 Cow and calf 15 meters apart. 
2120/73 1:48-4 :OS p.m. 2:17 1:15 0:37 0:15 Cow (w/calf), standing, feeding, lying 

down. 
1 :48-4: OS p.m. 2:17 1:13 0 :38 0 :11 Calf (w/oother), standing, feeding, 

lying down. 
O> 2/21/73 1:16-2:4S p.m. 1:29 0:29 0:21 0 :33 Cow (w/calf) browsing, cratering, lying 

down. 
1:20-2:45 p.m. 1:25 0:34 0:18 0:31 Calf (w/cow) browsing, cratering, lying 

down. 
3:40 p.m. Cow got up as I approached, calf was 

already s:anding. 
4:40 p.m . .. Cow and calf browsing birch. 

2/22/73 12:53-1:30 p.m. 0:37 0:37 Cow 60-70 meters fro::i calf initially. 
12:53-1:30 p.m. 0:37 0:37 Calf near me, then went toward cow. 

1:50-5:15 p.m. 3:25 0:11 0:49 2:18 Cow (w/calf) in area of sparse regrowth. 
1:50-5:1S p.m. 3:25 0:17 1 :07 1:54 Calf (w/mother) . Beds 6-7 reeters apart. 

Moose alternately brcwsing and cratering. 
2/23/73 9:30 a.m. -1 :20 p.m. 3:50 0 :11 3:39 Cow {w/calf) 1-ying down, the:-i brot..Tsing. 

9:30 a.n.-1 :20 p.m. 3:SO 0:12 3 :3 7 Calf moved fro;n previous bed to cow, 
lay down. Later li eked =the r's collar 
and shoulder while both were lying. 

2/26/73 4:16-5:0S p.m. 0:49 0:35+ 0:05+ Cow (w/calf) near edge of timber. 
4:16-5:05 p.m. 0:49 0:35 ? Calf within 15 neters of co-.; whole time. 

2/28/73 3:59-4:36 p.m. 0:37 0 :13 0:24 Co-.; (w/calf). Both in saca cr.a.::er for 
7 minutes~ 

3:59-4:36 p.m. 0: 37 0:08 0:27 Calf enlarging crater dug by co.... , also 
eating ~'c.cainiun uncovered by cow. 



Table 3. (cont'd.) Obsen.'ations of cow No. R70-7 and uncollared female calf in Pen 2. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Ti:rn,e Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

2/28/73 S:27-5:33 p.m. 0:06 0:06 Cow browsing 50 meters from calf. 
S:31-5:33 p.m. 0:02 0:02 Cal f browsing so mete.rs fro:n r.:::other. 

3/3/73 11 :33 a.m.-12:10 p.m. 0:37 0:37 Cow (w/calf) in area of sparse regro'~... t:h, 

11 :33 a.m.-12::!.0 p.m. 0:37 0:37 Calf lying about so neters froi:. co;.;. 
3/5/73 3 :33-3 :40 p.m. 0:07 Calf standing, walking, then began to 

paw. 
4:20-S:25 p.m. 1:05 0:14 0:51 Cow lying down, later browsing. 
4:35-5:25 p.m. 0:50 0:41 0:05 Calf initially 135 meters from cow and 

down steep slope. Later brcwsed to 
within 50 meters of cow (4 meters fro:n me). 

3/6/73 2:58-3:50 p.m. 0:52 0:29 0:23 Cow lying 8 r:,ete rs from calf, then 
browsing. 

2:58-5:05 p.m. 2:07 0:30 O:OS 1:17 Calf lying near cow, then cratering, 
then alternately standing and browsing. 
Finally browsing within so meters of 
mother. 

4:45-5:05 p.m. 0:20 0:20 Cow seen again 35-50 meters from calf. 

'° 3/7/73 4:15-5:40 p.m. 1;25 0:08 0:59 0:16 Cow (w/calf). Both in sane crater for 
12 min. 

4:15-5:40 p.m. 1:25 0:05 0:28 0:20 Calf initially lay down 20 yds. from cow. 
Got up, cratered 3-4 meters from mother,. 
Moved into mother's crater a.."1.d fed with

" out pawing (3 min.). Later fed in old 
crater w/o pawing (1 :nin.). r~'"'~ice 

pawed w/o feeding (3 :rrin.) Spent 25 min. 
just standing and occasionally nosing 
or eating snow. 

3/8/73 2:22-2:47 p.m. 0:25 0:05 0:20 Cow (w/calf) lying, then browsed over 
ridge. 

2:22-3:25 P·Jll· 1 :03 0:5S Calf lying 20 meters fro:n cow. After 
cow moved away, calf rem3.i~ed lyi:1g 
down. Calf got up (slowly) only ;;hen 
I approached within 20 :neters. Then 
just stood for 8 min. 

3/11/73 4:39-5:35 p.m. 0:57 0:18 0:39 Cow watched, calf not with her. 
5:47 p.m. Found calf dead aboui:: 125 mecers soutn 

of mother. Cra:ering in fresh snow 
indicated that !:".O :1-~e r had beer, near 
calf after calf d!.ec!. 

3/12/73 Samples taken fro:n dead calf (DC-4). 
3/15/73 Cm< seen south of seis. trail. 
4/16/73 Cow seen south of Pen 2 road (NE). 
4/26/73 Cow processed (using helicopter). 
4/27/73 Cow seen in low area eas: of cabin. 



to be very tolerant of her calf. However, it seemed that the calf, 
rather than the mother, maintained the closeness of the pair. The calf 
was seen nursing on January 5, 1973. On February 23, the calf got up 
as the observer approached. The calf then moved to her mother's side 
and lay down again. While both were lying down, the calf licked the 
mother's collar and shoulder. On F:-"•:uary 28 and March 7, 1973, the 
calf fed on Vacciniwn which the mother had uncovered. Both cow and calf 
were in the crater at the same time. However, the cow obviously was not 
purposely uncovering vegetation for the calf. She merely tolerated the 
calf's company as the calf fed in the crater. I 

I. 

i' 
Cow No. 79 and her calf (No. 82 female) were last seen together on i 

February 1, 1973 (Table 4). They had been seen many times previously f 
and were usually quite near each other. However, on January 8, 1973, rthe calf was browsing about 200 meters from her mother, who was lying ]n 
the timber up a steep slope and out of sight of the calf. On the last 
day they were seen together, the calf moved beside the mother and both 
pawed in the same crater (February l, 1973). On February 15, 1973, the 
calf was located alone in the eastern portion of Pen 2. On February 18 
and 19, the calf was still alone and appeared weak. On February 19, the 
mother was seen one-half kilometer to the west of the calf. The follow
ing day (February 20) , the calf was found dead. 

Cow No. 52 and her calf (No. 83) were often radio-tracked and seen 
together (Table 5). However, this cow was very wild and usually ran 
away roar-bellowing as she went. The calf was last seen with his mother 
on January 25, 1973. On February 5, 1973, the calf was alone. On 
February 15, both the cow and calf were seen, but they were one kilometer 
apart. The calf was not seen after this date and was assumed to have 
died. 

Pen 4 

No. 89 cow and her calf (No. 90) were radio-tracked several times 
in the regrowth area of western Pen 4 (Table 6). Both moose had radios 
and signals indicated that they were L~ogether even when they were not 
seen. They were often pursued for extended periods, but were usually 
seen only briefly. On January 26, 197 3, the cow was seen in central 
Pen 4. Instead of running, she actually approached the observer and 
vocalized. Later, she appeared to be searching the area and again 
vocalized. Her calf was found dead nearby on this same date. The cow 
was still near her dead calf four days later on January 30, 1973. 

Cow No. 87 and her calf (No. 88) were seen together on 14 different 
occasions before the calf was seen alone on January 4, 19 73 (Table 7). 
This pair usually allowed the observer to approach quite closely, but 
the calf was somewhat bothered when the observer moved while the cow was 
lying down. On November 24, 1972, while the cow remained lying down, 
the calf twice got up and moved nearer to his mother. He was finally 
lying within five meters of the cow. On several other occasions the 
calf got up after apparently being disturbed by the observer's presence. 
After the calf was first seen alone (January 4, 1973), the cow and calf 
were often observed, but were never seen together. The cow was always 
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Table 4. Observations of cow No. 79 and female calf No. 82 in Pen 2. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Til'.'.e Lying Time 

Date Time Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

6/12/72 
6/26/72 
6/27/72 
6/28/72 
7/1/72 
7/2/72 
7/9 I 72 
7/10/72 
8/5/72 
8/8/72 
8/10/72 
8/23/72 
9/20/72 
9/21/72 	 ".!' 
9/22/72 
9/27/72 
11/10/72 
11/15/72 
12/12/72 10 :03-10 :08 a.m. 0:05 0:05 

10 :08 a.m. 

10 :28-10 :40 a.m. 0:12 


12/28/72 	 9:35-9:58 a.m. 0:33 0:23 
- 9 :28-9 :40 a.m. 0:12 0:05 

10:15 a.m. 
1/3/73 
1/ 8/73 11 :30-11 :41 a.m. 0:11 

11:41 a.m.-1:35 p.m. 1:54 
12:05-13:30 p.m. 0:25 0:25 

1:05 p.m. 
1:28 p.m. 

1/9/72 1:17-1:25 p.m. 0:08 
1:45 p.m. 

Calf first seen (born in pen). 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow seen with calf. 
CO\.." seen with calf. 
Cow and calf watched. 
Cow and calf vocalizations recorded. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow trapped and marked, calf not seen. 
Cow seen with calf. 

Cow seen, calf not seen. 

Cow and calf trapped, calf marked. 

Cow seen with calf. 

Cow seen, calf 	not seen. 

Cow seen with calf. 

Cow seen with calf. 
Calf seen, cow 	not seen. 

Cow trapped, calf seen nearby. 

Cow seen with calf. 

Calf watched near fenceline. 

Mother appeared, cow and calf ran. 

Cow and calf standing, then ran. 

Cow watched (calf with her). 

Calf watched (mother wi~h calf). 

Cow seen with calf again. 

Cow seen with calf. 

Cow watching me, calf not seen. 

Cow seen lying in same place. 

Calf watched, 200 meters from mother 

but much c~oser to ~o. 1 fe~ale and 

No. 36 male. 

Calf seen still feeding. 

Calf lying down 165 meters from cow. 

Cow standing, calf seen briefly. 

Cow seen with calf again. 




Table 4. (cont'd.) Observations of cow No. 79 and female calf No. 82 in Pen 2. 

Date 

1/9/73 

1/29/73 

1/31/73 
2/l/73 

..... 
N 	

2/15/73 
2/18/73 
2/19/73 

2/20/73 

2/21/73 
3/4/73 
3/5/73 
3/8/73 
4/5/73 

Observation 

Time 


8:35-9:40 a.m. 
8:50-9:40 a.m. 
4:33-4:48 p.m. 
4:40-4:48 p.m. 

4:20-4:55 p.m. 
4:32-4:55 p.m. 
1:00-2:15 p.m. 
3:30-4:10 p.m. 
2:10&2:25 p.m. 
4:30-5:10 p. ra. 

.. 

Total Time 

Watched 


1:05 
0:50 
0:15 
0:08 

0:35 
0:23 
1:15 
0:40 

0:40 

Time 

Browsing 


0:20 
0:05 
0:05 
0:08 

0:23 
0:00 

Time 

Cratering 


0:23 
0:15 

0:25 
0:17 

0:00 

Time 
Lying 
Down 

0:22 
0:30 
0:05 

0:10 
0:06 
0:52 
0:00 

0:40 

Approximate 

Time 


Pursi.ed 


0:00 

Remarks 


Cow watched (with calf). 

Calf watched (with mother). 

Cow got up, browsed, moved to calf. 

Calf got up, browsed toward mother. 

Cow seen with calf. 

Cow got up, cratered (with calf). 
Calf 	got up, cratered (with mother). 
Calf 	alone on this date. 
Calf 	alone, appeared weak. 
Cow alone in southwest Pen 2. 
Calf 	alone in SE Pen 2, could not rise. 
Cow seen alone in SW Pen 2. Calf 
found dead in SE Pen 2. 
Samples taken from dead calf. 
Cow seen near trap 25. 
Cc"· seen near trap ZS. 
Cow seen near trap ZS. 
Cow seen 1/4 kilometer south of cabin. 

http:Pursi.ed


Table 5. Observations of cow No. 52 and male calf No. 83 in Pen 2. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Time Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

6/20/72 First sighting of calf. 
6/26/72 Co1.· seen, calf not seen. 
6/29/72 Cow trapped, calf nearby. 
7/11/72 Cow seen, calf not seen. 
7/12/72 Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
8/ 3/72 Cow tr:.apped, calf not seen. 
8/25/72 Cow seen with calf. 
9/6/72 Calf trapped, cow nearby. 
9/16/72 Cow seen, calf not seen. 
9/18/72 Cow seen, calf not seen. 

~ ...., 11/13/72 
11/15/72 

3:45 ... p.m . 2:25 Cow 
Cow 

seen with calf. 
with calf.seen 

11/26/72 12:45-3:45 p.m. 2 :30 Cow seen with calf. 
12/2/72 2:45 p.m. 0:45 Cow seen with calf. 
12/12/72 1:38&2:55 p.m. 1:17+ Cow seen with calf. 
12/22/72 9:30 a.m. Cow seen with calf. 
1/9/73 12:55 p.m. 1:55 Cow seen with calf. 
1/25/73 9 : 00&1.0: 14 a.m. 1:09 Cow seen with calf. 
2/5/73 Calf seen without mother. 
2/7/73 Calf seen without mother. 
2/13/73 Calf seen without mother. 
2/15/73 11 :20 a.m. Cow seen in SE Pen 2. 

3 :28 p.m. Calf seen in NW Pen 2. 
2/20/73 Cow seen without calf. 
2/21/73 3:01 p.m. Cow seen without calf. 
3/23/73 2:05 p.m. Cow seen without calf. 
4/5/73 .'.. Cow seen without calf. 



Table 6. Observations of cow No. 89 a.'1.d female calf No. 90 in Fen 4. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Time Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

11/2/72 Cow and calf put into pen. 
11/10/72 2:00 Cow glimpsed twice, calf not 

seen but probably with cow. 
11/22/72 1:35 p.m. 5:00 Cow seen with calf. 

..... 11 /29 /72 Cow seen, calf not seen . 
.c

12/7/72 Cow seen, calf not seen, but 
probably with mother. 

12/19/72 1:08&1:12 p.m. Cow and calf seen at fence. 
1/3/73 2:11p.m. 1:30 Cow seen with calf. 
1/24/73 - .. Cow seen, calf net seen. 
1/26/73 12:35-12:45 p.m. 0 :10 Cow searc~ing for calf. 

2:45 p.m. Four1d dead calf. 
3:24 p.rn. Cow seen near dead calf. 

1/30/73 11:27 a.m.&1:15 p.m. Cow seen near dead calf. 
2/8/73 Cow seen at west fence. 



Table 7. Observations of cow No. 87 and male calf No. 88 in Pen 4. 

Time Appro xfr1a t e 
Ob se rvat ion Total Time Time Tine Lying Time 

Date Time Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

10/26/72 Cow and calf trapped, p:rt into pen. 
11/2/72 Cow seen with calf at fe7'!ce. 
11/10/72 2:20-3:00 p.m. 0:40 0:05 Cow (with calf) standing watching me. 

2:20-3:00 p.m. 0:40 Calf (with mother) standing. 
11/11/72 Cow seen with calf. 
11/20/72 Cow seen with calf. 
11/21/72 10:40 a.m. Cow seen in i..·estern Pen 4·, calf not 

seen but radio signal heard. 
2:55-4:00 p.m. 1:05 0:55 Cow (with calf) in NE Pan 4. 
3 :10-4 :00 p.m. 0:50 0:40 Calf {with mother) in NE Pen 4. 

11/24/72 11 :20 a.m.-12:15 p.m. 0:55 0:55 Cow (with calf) in central Pen 4. 
11 :25 a.m.-12:15 p.m. 0:50 0:40 Calf up and down twice, each time 

moving nearer to mother. 
!-' 
\J1 11/29/72 

12/4/72 
.. 

9 :35-11 :45 a.m. 2:10 
Cow and calf at north fence. 
Cow (with calf) walking SE fenceline. 

9:35-11:45 a.m. 2:10 ? Calf (with co'...r) walking and lying dow-n. 
12:50-3:15 p.m.. 2:25 0:48 1:37 Cow (with calf) in timber. 
12:50-3:15 p.m. 2:25 0:05 1:05 1:10 Calf (with mother) dOT,,'Q and up twice. 

3:45 p.m. Cow and calf feeding in timber. 
12 /9 /72 11 :52-11 :58 a.m. 0:06 0:06 Cow (with calf) lying in timber. 

11:52-11:58 p..m. 0:06 Calf (with nother) upi then do;.;n again. 
12/17/72 10 :47 a.m.-3:03 p.m. 4:16 0 :19+ 1:12+ 2:17 Cow (with calf) ; se·.'eral moose nearby. 

10 :47 a.m.-3:03 p.m. 4:16 0:24+ 1:11+ 2:13 Calf (with mother) feeding and lying. 
3:03 p.m. Calf got up as I moved away. 
3:20-3:30 p.m. 0:10 0:10 Cow (with calf) as I returned to area. 
3:20-3:30 p.m. 0:10 0:05 Calf got up, then lay down again. 

12/19 /72 Cow with calf in SE corner of pen. 
12/20/72 9:48 a.m. Co·"' and calf with calf No. 95. 

9:48 a.!'.1.-1:00 p.m. 3:12 3:08 Cow (with calf after No. 95 ran away). 
9:48 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 3:12 3:05 Calf (lying within 5 meters of cow). 

12/30/72 2:05 p.m. Calf seen; stood, then ran. 
2:10 p.m. Cow seen as calf ran to her. 
2:55 p.m. Cow and calf feeding 100 rte ters apart. 



Tab le 7. (cont'd.) Observations of cow No. 87 and ma le calf :fo. 88 in Pen 	4. 

Tirr:e Approximate
Observation Total Time Time T.~.me Lying Time 

Dai:e 	 Til:le Wa~ched Browsing Cra~ering Down Pursued Remarks 

1/4/73 
1/5/73 
1/15/73 

1/16/73 

1/17/73 
1/18/73 

1/20/73 
1/23/73 
1/24/73 
1/25/73 

°' 
1/26/73 
1/30/73 

1/31/73 

2/1/73 
2/2/73 

2/5/73 
2/9/73 
2/19/73 

2/14/73 

2/15/73 
2/16/73 
2/20/73 
3/19/73 

3/29/73 

3:22-3:30 p.m. 
11:38-11:53 a.m. 
Between 1:38 p.m. 

aTtc 4:08 p.m. 
1:08 p.m. 

1:20-1:45 p.m. 

4:13 p.m. 

1:52-2:15 p.m. 

9:35-10:25 p.m. 

1:43&2:50 p.m. 


11:37 a.m.-12:17 p.m. 
12:26-12:50 p.m. 

4:25&4 :35 p.m. 
2 :08 p.m. 

3:33-2:50 p.m. 


10 :47&11 :13 a.m. 
and 2:18 p.m. 
1:12 p.m... 

9 : 13-9 : 18 a. m. 

0:08 0:08 
0:15 0:03 

0:25 0:05 0:20 

0:23 0 :18 

0:50 0:40 	 0:10 

0:40 0:40 
0:24 	 0 :11 0 :13 

0:17 	 0:17 

- ' 

0:05 	 0:05 

Calf alone; got up aTtd ran away. 
Calf alone; got ~p, s lo~..~: y TT.'.)",..~ec .J:.-.ray ~ 

Cow seen several times a: or near 

fenceline in ~W Pen 4. Calf not seen. 

Calf seen alone in eastern Pen 4. 

Calf alone, feeding and moving. 

Cow seen over 1-1/2 kilometers west 

of calf. 

Co~ at west fence, calf not see~. 


Cow caught in :rap 4 ~W. 


Calf aione in eastern Pen 4. 

Cow in NW Pen 4, calf not seen. 

Cow along west fence, calf not seen. 

Cow along west fence, calf not seen. 

Calf alone in eas:ern Pen 4. 

Calf lying do,Hl as l left area. Calf 

seen at west fence. 

Cow at wesc fenc~~ calf not seen. 

Calf alone, walking away fast. 

Calf alone in eastern Pen 4. 


Cow in NW Pen 4, calf noc seen. 

Cow in ~~' corr.er, calf not seen. 

Cow at NW corner with two moose. 

Calf alone in eastern Pen 4. 

Cow caught in trap 4 NW. 

Cow caught in trap 4 NW. 

Cow seen at west fence. Calf found 

dead more than i/2 kilometer east of 

mother, but ~ore than 1 kiloneter west 

of place last seen alive (2 Feb. 73). 

Cow seen at west fence. Samples taken 

from dead calf. 

Cow in NW corner with two moose. 

Cow caught in trap 4 N~. 


Cow seen at north fence. 

Cow found dead about 50 l:'.e~ers south of 

crap 4 :,;w. 

Samples taken from dead cow. 




seen in. northwestern Pen 4 and the calf was usually about one and one
half kilometers to the ea.st. The calf lived for. about a month (probably 
slightly longer) after being separated from the cow. 

Cow No. 91 and calf No. 92 were seen apart more often than they 
were seen together (Table 8). They were first seen apart on November 20, 
1972, when the cow was seen two kilometers east of the calf. Though 
often seen apart after this date, they were both always seen in westen1 
Pen 4 on subsequent sightings. This cow seemed more wary when she was 
with her calf. She was seen many times walking the fenceline in north
western Pen 4. On December 18, 1972, the calf was observed for several 
hours. The cow walked through the area, but did not join her calf. Two 
days later, the pair were seen together for the last time (December 20, 
1972). However, it is possible that they were together at later dates. 
On January 15, 1973, the calf was seen in northwestern Pen 4. The calf 
heard a moose approaching, then vocalized and trotted toward the sound. 
The calf probably expected to see her mother, but instead found No. 87 
female, at the fenceline. On January 17, 1973, an unidentified moose 
was seen near the mother. It moved away quickly and the calf was later 
seen 300 meters south of the mother. The unidentified moose may have 
been the calf. The calf was found dead on January 31, 1973. 

Cow No. 85 and her calf (No. 86) usually ran from the observer with 
the cow roar-bellowing (Table 9). The calf was first seen alone on 
January 18, 19 73. After being seen alone, the calf circled around the 
observer and moved to the northwest. About two and one-half hours later, 
the calf was seen with his mother about 300 meters to the northwest of 
the earlier sighting. On the following day (January 19, 1973), the calf 
was seen as he· disappeared in the regrowth about 60--70 meters southeast 
of his mother, who was lying down. This was the last time the calf was 
seen alive. On January 25, 1973, the cow was seen in northwest Pen 4 
and fresh calf tracks and droppings were seen in the area. However, 
another calf may have been in the area. Calf No. 86 was found dead on 
March 4, 1973. 

The unmarked calf of cow No. 123 was not regularly seen and was 
last observed on October 20, 1972 (Table 10). The calf was extremely 
wary and may have been alive some time after the last observation since 
it was not regularly seen with the cow prior to this. 

Factors Possibly Influencing Separation and Mortality 

The introduction of cows and calves from outside the pens into Pen 
4 may have been an important influence' in the separations which took 
place in this pen. Cow No. 91 and cow No. 87 were often seen along the 
fencelines in northwestern Pen 4. In the case of No. 91, she was often 
seen at the fenceline before she was last seen with her calf. However, 
No. 87 was not seen at the west fenceline until after she had become 
separated from her calf. 

Being radi.o- or snow-tracked by an observer may also have been a 
factor in some of the separations. However, since the responses of the 
various cow/calf pairs were very different, this factor is dtfficult to 
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Table 8. Observations of cow No. 91 and female calf No. 92 in Pen 4. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Times watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

11/11/72 Cow and calf trapped, put into pen. 
11/13/72 11:50 a.m.-12:05 p.m. 0:15 Cow with calf standing in timber. 

1:05-1:10 p.m. 0:05 Cow with calf trotting along fence. 
11/20/72 2:02 p.m. Calf seen alone in ~VJ Pen 4. 

About 3 :30 p .m. Cow seen along fence in SE Pen 4. 
11/21/72 Cow along north fence without calf. 
11/22/72 1:20&1:37 p.m. Calf seen alone, then ran away. 

2:20-3:40 p.m. 1:20 1:20 Cow with calf and No. 36 female. 
11/27/72 Calf seen along fence, mother not seen. 
11/28/72 9:25-9:53 a.m. 0:28 Cow along fence, then lay down. 

10:37-11:15 a.m. 0:38 0:38 Calf 1/4 kilc~eter 	south of mother. 
12:03 p.m. Mother seen at same place as at 9:53. 

11/29/72 Ccw with calf in NW corner of pen. 
ll/ 30/72 Cow with calf along west fence. 
12/1/82 Cow seen with No. 84 female. Calf 

not seen. 
12/5/72 Cow with calf along west fence. 
12/7 /72 1 :05-1 :16 p":m. 0:11 0:05 Cow (with calf) Watching J;J.e aild 

1:00-1:16 	p.m. 0:16 0:05 Calf (with mother) ) feeding, then 
) moved away. 

3:15-3:17 p.m. 0:02 Cow with calf near six other moose. 
12/8/72 11:13 a.m.-12:10 p.m. 0:57 Calf just standing (not with mother). 

1:25 p.m. Calf seen again, ran away. 
2:04-3:15 p.rn. 1 :11 0:26 0:43 Cow watched, calf not •d th her. 

12/18/72 11:10 a.m.-3:55 p.m. 4:45 0:08 3:40 Calf watched, mother seen briefly. 
(Calf standing or walking for 57 min.) 

12:50&1:10 p.m. Cow seen walking through area. 
12/19 /72 9:00 a.m.&3:45 p.m. Cow seen at west fenceline. 

9:35 & 10:20 a.m. 	 Calf seen over 1/4 kilometer east of 
mother. 

12/20/72 3:38-4:10 p.m. 0:32 Cow with calf walking west fence. 



Table 8. (cont'd.) Observations of cow No. 91 and female calf No. 92 in Pen 4. 

Time Approximate 

Date 
Observation 

Times 
Total Time 

Watched 
Time 

Browsing 
Time 

Cratering 
Lying 
Down 

Time 
Pursued Remarks 

12/21/72 
1/3/73 10:50 a.m. 

2:40&2:45 p.m. 
Approx. 3:30 p.m. 

1/5/73 
1/15/73 2:03&2:10 p.m. 

2:42-3:12 p.m. 0:30 0:30 
3:17-3:45 p.m. 

1/16/73 3:22&4:00 p.m. 
1/17/73 9:50 a.m.-12:10 p.m. 2:20 0 :,05 0:10 2:04 

1:11-1:39 p.m. 0:28 0:26 

2:25 p.m. 
1/18/73 
1/20/73 1:55-2:40 p.m. 0:45 0:45 

3 :00-3 :05 P: m. 0:05 

1/22/73 
1/23/73 
1/24/73 
1/26/73 11: 25&11 :45 a.m. 

and 4:35 p.m. 
1/31/73 
2/1/73 

2/2-3/12/73 

Cow seen at west fence, calf not seen. 
Calf seen; '::racks and beds in new. snow 
indicated that cow had been with calf 
earlier in morning. 
Calf seen near earlier location. 
Cow seen 300 meters NW of calf. 
Cow seen at north fence, calf not seen. 
Calf seen, mother not seen. 
Calf watched, Dother not seen. 
Calf with No •. 87 female at fence after 
vocalizing and trotting toward soi.md. 
Calf seen, mother not seen. 
Cow watched; unidentified moose 
(possibly calf) seen nearby earlier. 
Calf watched (300 ~eters south of 
mother). 
Mother seen again, calf not seen. 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Calf watched; she was alone. 
Cow at fence approx. 3/4 kilo~eter 
west of calf. 
Cow at fence, calf not seen. 

·Cow at fence, calf not seen. 
Cow at fence, calf not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 

Calf found dead. 

Collected calf samples, cow at west 

fence. 

Cow seen 12 times in NW Pen 4. 




Table 9. "Observations of cow No. 85 and male calf No. 86 in Pen 4. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time T1me Time Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

9/18/72 
10/7 /72 
11/10/72 
11/16/72 

11/21/72 
11/28/72 

N 
0 	 12/5/72 

12/8/72 
12/19 /72 
12/20/72 
1/3/73 
1/4 /7 3 
1/12/73 
1/15/73 

1/18/73 

--··.-~ 

1:00 p.m. 0:30 
10:00 a .. m. 1:00 
12:22 p.rn. 2:32 

2:44 p.m. 2:22 

1:12-1:21 P .rn. 0:09 
1:21 p.m. 
2:15 p.m. 
9:33 a.m. 
3:42 p.m. 1:22 
2:40&2:42 p.m. 
3:30&4:10 ..P.m. 0:40 
9:40 a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 

12:47 p.m. 
1:00-1:38 p.m. 0:38 0:15 
1:18-1:38 p.m. 0:20 0:10 
1:38 p.m. 

11 :52 a.rn.-12 :l~ p.m. 0:23 
2:55-3:18 p.m. 0:23 0:20 
2:55-3:18 p.m. 0:23 0:13 
3:18 p.m. 

Cow and calf put into pen. 
Calf 	seen, mother not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow and calf seen running. 
Cow seen with calf. 

Coi.: seen with calf. 

Cow seen, calf ~Ot seen. 

Cow stood, then walked away. 
Calf 	appeared following cow. 
Cow and calf ran away. 

Cow and calf ran a·,iay. 

Ccw ar"d calf at fenceline. 

Cow and calf seen running. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow and calf along fence. 
Cow seen with calf. 

Cow and calf seen at fence. 

Cow watching me or lying down. 

Calf near ::10ther (along fence). 

Cow and calf trotted away. 
Calf 	(alone) moving away from me. 

Cow watched (calf with her). 

Calf watched (with cow). 

Cow walked away followed by calf. 




Table 9. (cont'd.) Observations of cow No. 85 and male calf No. 86 in Pen 4. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Tiree Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

1/19/73 2:37-2:40 p.m. 0:03 Watched cow until she lay down. 
3 :18 p.m. Saw calf disappear 70 meters from 

cow. 
2:40-3:30 p.m. 0:50 Cow remained lying down. 

1/20/73 1:40 p.m. Cow seen, calf not seen. 
1/23/73 Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
l/25/73 4:05-4:17 p.m. 0:12 0:12 Cow seen, cali not seen. 
1/31/73 1:03 p.m. Cow seen without calf. 

1:27-1:43 p~m. 0:16 Cow along fence without calf. 
2/1/73 9 :55-10 :10 a.rn. 0:15 0 :15 Cow seen without calf. 
2/4/73 Cow seen without calf. 
2/6/73 Cow seen without calf. 
2/7/73 Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
2/13/73 Cow seen without calf. 
2/16/73 Cow seen without calf. 
2/20/73 Cow seen without calf. 
3/4/73 Cow not seen, calf found dead 

(probably dead long time) • 
3/12/73 Cow seen near trap 4S. 
3/13/73 Cow seen east of trap 4S. 
3(30/73 Cow s aen in eas :ern Pen 4. 
4/5/73 Cow seen in eastern Pen 4. 



Table 10. Observations of cow No. 123 and uncollared calf in Pen 4. 

Date 
Observation 

Times 
Total Time 
Watched 

Time 
Browsing 

Time 
Cratering 

Time 
Lying 
Down 

Approximate 
Time 

Pursued Remarks 

....., 
....., 

6/9/72 
6/14/72 
6/15/72 
6/16/72 
7/9 /72 
7/11/72 
7/12/ 72 
7 /16/72 
7/21/72 
8/ 3/ 72 
8/15/72 
9/6/72 
9/8/72 
9/18/72 
9/26/72 
10/3/72 
10/18/72 
10 /20/72 
12/4/72 
12/9/72 
12/21/72 
12/28/72 
1/5/73 

1/16/73 
2/1/73 

.. 

2:35-3:32 p.m. 
9:48 a.m. 

10 :25 a.m. 
2 :25-2 :48 p.m. 
3:13-3:25 p.m. 

0:57 

0:23 
0:12 

0:57 

0:23 
0:12 

Cow seen, calf not yet born. 
Cow seen with new calf. 
Cow arid calf pursued by observer. 
Cow and calf pursued by observer. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Cow seen with calf. 
Cow trappeC., calf ~o:: seen. 
Cow trapped, calf nearby. 
Cow and calf ran from bear. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen. 
Cow seen, calf not seen . 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Cow seen with calf (Brenham). 
Cow seen, calf nearby. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow trapped, calf not seen. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen with::iut calf. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen without calf. 
Cow seen without calf. 



evaluate. No. 89 and her calf (No. 90) usually ran away when tracked, 
yet no separation took place. No. 52 and her calf (No. 83) ah10 always 
ran from the observer and they did separate. R70-7 and her calf seemed 
unbothered by the observer's presence and they did not separate. 
Another pair in Pen 4 (No. 87 and calf No. 88) became separated, but 
seldom seemed very disturbed by the observer. It seems that scparntion 
due to this cause would be most. likely when the cow and calf reacted 
differently to the observer. This might have happened in Pen 1 where 
cow No. 76 often allowed prolonged observation, but her calf was quite 
wary and sometimefl remained hidden and at least once moved 150-200 meters 
away from the cow. 

The weakening of calves due to malnutrition probably is an important 
factor in many cases of separation. Calves tend to become more localized 
and move around less as they become weaker. No. 82 calf moved very 
little between February 15 and February 20, 1973. She was found dead 
on February 20. Although R70-7 and her calf did not separate, their 
movements became quite limited during the final week of the calf's life. 
None of the sightings between March 4 and March 11, 1973, were more than 
200 meters apart. The cow and calf were seen on six of these eight days. 
An outside calf remained very near the Moose Research Center headquarters 
for two weeks prior to his death on February 26 or 27, 1973. A cow 
believed to be his mother was sometimes very near the calf and was still 
in the area when the calf died. However, some cows may leave weakened 
calves behind and move to new feeding areas as was noted in Pen 3 when a 
calf was known to be alone for at least one week before it died on 
February 16, 1972. The cow was not in the vicinity of the calf during 
this week. 

Snow con'ditfon ·t<lepLh and h<ir<lness) may Le another factor contribut
ing to separation of cows and calves. During the severe winter of 1971-72 
aerial surveys of" moose in Game Management Unit 15 showed an increasing 
proportion of lone calves. In che winter of 1972-73, snow depth almost 
doubled from 18 cm to 36 cm at the end of December at the moose pens. 
Another storm at the end of January resulted in a snow depth of about 
50 cm. However, one separation in Pen 1 and two or three separations in 
Pen 4 took place before the end of January. It does not seem that a 
healthy calf would become too weak to follow the mother after only one 
month of snow at a depth of 38 cm. Perhaps some of these calves were in 
poor condition when they were born or when going into cheir first winter. 

Table 11 summarizes types of separation experienced in Pens 1, 2 
and 4. 

Orphan Calves (Behavior and Survival - Comparative Artalysis) 

Since the number of observations of 'orphan calves during the 1972-73 
winter was very limited, it is difficult to compare orphan behavior with 
that of calves having mothers. The three orphans that were seen more 
than once always ran away when ar tempts were made to observe them closely. 
Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15 summarize orphan calf observations. 

Survival races of orphans cannot be compared with those of calves 
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Table 11. Types of separation of moose calves and mothers. 

Pen Number 1 2 4 

Number of cow/calf pairs 

Number of permanent separations 

Number of i.ntermittent separations 

Number of pairs never separated 

1 

0 

2 

or 2 

or 1 

(?) 

(?) 

3 

2 

0 

1 

4 
(from 

outside) 

1-3 

0-2 

1 

•· 
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Table 12. Observations of female orphan calf (94) - Pen 4. 

Time Appropriate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

12/6/72 

12/9/72 

12/17 / 72 

ln"' 

12/19/72 
12/20/72 

1/12/73 

1/26/73 

5/9/73 

12:40-12:47 p.m. 
12:55 p.m. 
10:55 a.m. 
11:15 a.m. 

12:55-1:15 p.m. 

11:00 a.m. 
Noon 

Between 9:00 
and 9 :30 a.m. 

1:00-1:30 p.m •. 

0:07 

0:20 

0:03 

Calf and mother trapped. Calf put 

into pen. 

Lying down, then got up and ran. 

Calf running along fence (NE corner). 

Calf seen with No. 59 male in ticber. 

Calf very close to 57 fenale and 

No. 59 male was also nearby. 

Calf stood watching me, then moved 

away through timber. 

Calf running along fence (NE corner). 

Calf seen at NE corner of pen. 

Calf at north fence at junction cf 

Pens 2 , 3 and 4. 


Calf seen north of trap 45. Ran. 

Calf lying in timber in central 

Pen 45. Calf saw me, got up, ran 

south into regrowth area. 

Calf found dead in southern Pen 4. 




Table 13. Observations of female orphan calf (95} - Pen 4. 

Time Appropriate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

12/6/72 

12/7 /72 

12/8/72 

12/~9/72 
12/20/72 

1/4/73 

1/15/73 

1/31/73 

9 :45-9 :45 a. m. 0:03 

10 :12-10 :42 a.m. 0 :30 0:30 

10 :42 a.m. 
3:20 p.m. 

,.. 

12:55-12:58 p.m. 
2:35 p.m. 
9:42-10:02 a.m. 

0:03 

0:02 0:02 

Calf and mother trapped. Calf put 

in pen. 

Radio-tracked, found bed and rtmning 

tracks. Did not see calf. 

Calf seen at south fence after I had 

radio-tracked in~cencral Pen 4. 

Calf seen NE of tent rock. 

Calf seen with Np. 87 female, ~o. 88 

calf. She ran. 

Calf lying north of seis. trail 

(middle) . 

Calf got up, stood, walked, then ran. 

Radio signal indicated calf was south 

of north exclosure in western Pen 4. 

Calf in NE Pen 4, Soon ran away. 

Calf seen again. South of trap JS. 

Calf lying SW of north lake. Then 

she got up slowly, took a few slo·~· 


steps, then trotted away to west. 

Calf found deac near edge of timber 

in regrowth area NE of trap 4S. 

Thought calf had been dead less than 

one day. 




Table 14. Observations of male orphan calf (96) - Pen 1. 

Time Approximate 
Observation Total Time Time Time Lying Time 

Date Times Watched Browsing Cratering Down Pursued Remarks 

12/22/72 

12/27/72 
1/11/73 2:25 p.m. 3:30 

2:45 p.m. 

1/23/73 

Calf trapped (no cow seen), put in 
pen. 
Calf seen in NE corner of pen. 
Calf with ~o. 65 male in rur.way of 
trap lE af:er long chase. 
Calf again in trap runway with No. 
65 male after going to SE corner 
of pen, turning west, and then 
coming back. Calf followed as bull 
walked north. Then calf moved 
away into tinber. 
Calf found dead. At S~ corner of 
small lake west of north end of 
Bratlie Lake. Calf estimated dead 
4-5 days. 



Table 15. Observations of male orphan calf (97) - Pen 2. 

Date 
Observation 

Times 
Total Time 

Watched 
Time 

Browsing 
Time 

Cratering 

Time 
Lying 
Down 

Approximate 
Time 

Pursued Remarks 
N 
CD 1/24/73 

2/1/73 
Calf trapped (no cow seen), put in 
pen. 
Calf found dead in SW Pen 2. Snow on 
body indicated that calf died between 
27 and 30 January. 



having mothers because c:alf mortality in the moose! pens was 100 percent. 

None of the four orphan calves was se>cn alive after January 26, 1973. 

Three of the orphans had been found dead by February 1, 1973. Three 

calves with motherr; were known to be alive on or after February 15, 1973, 

in P0n 2. In Pen 1, a lone calf was seen on February 16, 1973. This 

calf had been separated from its mother, either cow No. 10 or cow No. 76. 

It tnight. appear that calves having mothers survived longer than orphans 

if the four cow/calf pairs in Pen 4 were ignored. Two of the calves 

with mothers in Pen 4 were found dead before the end of January, 1973, 

and only one of rhe calves with a mother was known to have been alive as 

late as February 2, 1973. lf the differences in time of death were 

significant, factors such as introduction of outside moose into the pens 

and the resulting behavioral disturbance and stress to the individual 

upon being enclosed must be considered. Pen 4 has been intentionally 

maintained with high densities of moose and the long-term effect of this 

upon the vegetation must also be a factor to be considered. Studies are 

currently in progress relative to browse productivity and utilization in 

all the enclosures at the Moose Research Center. 


Three of the orphan calves were seen with other moose. On December 17, 
1972, calf No. 94 was feeding in the timber very near to No. 59 (male) 
and later was seen near No. 57 (female). The calf remained near these 
two moose for more than two hours. Then she moved away when approached 
by the observer. On December 20, 1972, calf No. 95 was seen with No. 87 
(female) and her calf, No, 88. Calf No, 95 moved away from the cow and 
calf when approached by the observer, even though the cow and calf were 
not alarmed. Calf No. 96 was radio-tracked and pursued for three and 
one-half to four hours in eastern Pen l on January 11, 1973. Then the 

.aal f was seem with. hulJ No. 65. In th:l.s ease, it sH'IUt,~d that the calf 
was seeking protection. After leaving the bull and being approached by 
the observer, the calf returned to the bull and stood very near to him. 
The calf followed the bull closely when the bull walked away. However, 
the calf moved away when the bull turned and walked back toward the 
observer. 

Aerial survival counts in the area immediately outside the pens, 
which is in Game Management Subunit 15A, were conducted on February 26 
and 27, 1973 to compare with the 100 percent pen mortality. The results 
of these. two counts and those reported by Paul LeRoux and James Davis, 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Soldotna, for Units 7 and 15 are 
listed in Table 16. 

Survival percentages were lower in the area immediately around the 

pens (5.4 and 5.2 percent) than in the remainder of $ubunit 15A (7.9, 

6.5 and 10.1 percent). Subunits lSB and 1.SC had higher survival percent
ages (16.1 to 16.3 percent) than Subunit ,1.SA, while the Unit 7 survival 
count (7.1 percent) was similar to those reported for Subunit !SA. Many 
factors may influence these disparities, including small sample size and 
di~tribution bias, but to relate to the poor survival within the enclosures 
and in the area immediately surrounding the pens, several other factors 
should be considered. 

Snow depth during the winter of 1.972-73 was nearly as great as 
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Table 16. Survival counts from game management uni ts on the Kenai 
Peninsula, 19731 . 

Calf 
Unit or Sample Percentage 
Subunit Date Size in Herd 

215A Feb. 26 202 5.4 
2 

lSA Feb. 27 77 5.2 

15A April 24 304 7.9 

lSA May 10 142 6.5 

lSA May 16 149 10 .1 

lSB May 11 92 16. 3 

lSC Feb. 22 289 16. 3 

15C Mar. 30 37 16.2 

lSC May 11 149 16 .1 

7 May 8 56 7.1 

1Bulls were not distinguished in survival counts. 

2
Counts made in the innnediate area of Moose Research Center. 

; .. 
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experi.enc:ed during the winter of 1971-72 when high calf mortality (90 
percent. +) occurred on the Kenai Peninsula (Franzmann and Arneson, 1973). 
In the winter of 1972-73 snow depths varied considerably on the Kenai 
and they decreased to the west and south of the Moose Research Center :in 
the directi.on of movement of moose throur,h this area. At the time of 
our survival counts in the Moose Research Center area the majority of 
the moosl' had drifted to the west and south :into areas where survival 
was higher. In the area around the Hoose Research Center we may have 
been observing stragglers from this- drift which contributed to lower. 
survival counts. The greater snow depths in the Moose Research Center 
area for the winter of 1972-73 could have influenced the drift as well 
as the resulting poor survival, particularly when the moose are somewhat 
depende:>nt upon ground cover forage (Vacciniurn vitis-·Z:.deae) for winter 
survival (LeResche and Davis, in press). This same reasoning could 
explain the total calf mortality within the Moose Research Center 
enclosures where the moose were retained in the greater snow-depth area 
and where decreased availability of ground cover forage and cratering 
activity were evident. , 

The differences between units and subunits in percent survival can
not necessarily be explained on this same basis, but the same influences 
cannot be rejected. More intensive survival counts should be made to 
eliminate distributional bias in areas to be compared and the resulting 
data should be stratified in relation to moose density. 

The importance of snow condition along with the timing of snowfall 
was demonstrated when calves were observed to spend 20.5 hours feeding 
in craters, and 30. 8 hours browsing. To devote this proportion of feed

..,J.ng ·bime to· cr.<iter. f 6~e<l:i ng rPqLd .-as. consicfrn:ahl e ·expenditure of energy 
in digging through snow to obtain ground forage. The possibility exists 
also that there is a negative energy relationship associated with crater 
feeding. Extensive crater feeding, as observed within the Moose Research 
Center pens, does not appear to be the general pattern for other areas 
on the Kenai. It may, however, be an indicator of excessive moose 
density and problems of food availability that are surfacing with 
possible higher densities and year-round retention of moose at the Moose 
Research Center. Cratering activity should be monitored closely. in 
areas of suspected high density or concentration of moose. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The importance of cratering activity in total feeding activity 
was demonstrated. Studies related to this sh~uld be continued and 
expanded. The energy expended by cratering to obtain ground forage 
should be investigated. ~ 

2. Observations of orphan and nonorphan survival should be con
tinued and hopefully major influences such as snow depth will not over
ride other influences to be considered such as stress associated with 
introduction and penning, and habitat dynamics. 
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3. Increased utiliiation of aerial survival counts in the spring 

should be incorporated into management plans on critical moose range. 
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